
Homework/Extension

Step 5: Using Conjunctions to Express Place

National Curriculum Objectives:

English Year 3: (3G1.4) Using conjunctions to express time and cause

English Year 3: (3G1.4) Express time, place and cause using conjunctions [for example, 

when, before, after, while, so, because]

Differentiation: 

Questions 1, 4 and 7 (Varied Fluency)

Developing Match the sentence to the correct conjunction for place (where or wherever). 

Includes sentences with one or two simple clauses. 

Expected Match the sentence to the correct conjunction for place (where or wherever). 

Includes sentences of two expanded clauses. 

Greater Depth Match the sentence to the correct conjunction for place (where or 

wherever).  Includes sentences with multiple clauses and different positions of the 

conjunction for place within a sentence. 

Questions 2, 5 and 8 (Varied Fluency)

Developing Tick the sentences that include a conjunction for place (where or wherever). 

Includes sentences with one or two simple clauses. 

Expected Tick the sentences that include a conjunction for place (where or wherever). 

Includes sentences of two expanded clauses. 

Greater Depth Tick the sentences that include a conjunction for place (where or 

wherever). Includes sentences with multiple clauses and different positions of the 

conjunction for place within a sentence. 

Questions 3, 6 and 9 (Application and Reasoning)

Developing Identify who is correct and explain how you knew. Includes sentences with 

one or two simple clauses and the conjunctions for place where or wherever.  

Expected Identify who is correct and explain how you knew. Includes sentences of two 

expanded clauses and the conjunctions for place where or wherever. 

Greater Depth Identify who is correct and explain how you knew. Includes sentences with 

multiple clauses and different positions of the conjunction for place (where or wherever) 

within a sentence. 

More resources from our Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling 

scheme of work.
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Using Conjunctions to Express Place

1. Complete each sentence using the correct conjunction for place. 

2. Tick the sentences that include a conjunction for place. 

3. Hannah and Leo have both used a place conjunction. Who has used it correctly?

Explain how you know.

VF 

HW/Ext

VF 

HW/Ext

AR 

HW/Ext
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Hannah

Leo

where

wherever

I always take a coat with me 

___________ I go. 

I keep my sweets __________ my 

brother can’t find them.

A.

B.

A. I will sit down, whenever I can. 

B. I went to the library where I studied all afternoon.

C. Chris really wanted to go the park because it was sunny.

D. Lucas had a smile on his face wherever he went. 

I only take my glasses with me where I go to school. 

I find litter wherever I go.



Using Conjunctions to Express Place

4. Complete each sentence using the correct conjunction for place. 

5. Tick the sentences that include a conjunction for place. 

6. Inder and Matt have both used a place conjunction. Who has used it correctly?

Explain how you know.
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Inder

Matt

where

wherever

I always take a warm, fluffy jumper 

with me ___________ I go, even if it is 

not very far. 

I always keep my dirty, muddy 

football boots __________ there is 

newspaper to put them on. 

A.

B.

A. Lucy looked for a clean rubber where the colouring pencils are kept. 

B. I will drink creamy, delicious hot chocolate whenever I possibly can. 

C. Carl really wanted to go to his best friend’s house because they had an 

exciting, new computer game.

D. Anish wanted to go somewhere where there was enough space for him to 

play football with his friends. 

I play exciting games on the kitchen table where there 
is enough space for the large game board. 

I always make sure to take a delicious, healthy snack 
with me where I go to the fun park with my friends.



Using Conjunctions to Express Place

7. Complete each sentence using the correct conjunction for place. 

8. Tick the sentences that include a conjunction for place. 

9. Joanna and Katie have both used a place conjunction. Who has used it correctly?

Explain how you know.

VF 

HW/Ext

VF 

HW/Ext

AR 

HW/Ext
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Joanna

Katie

where

wherever

___________ I go, I always take a coat 

with me, even if it is not raining 

outside.

__________ the cleaning things are kept

is always locked, because they are

dangerous for young children.

A.

B.

A. Whenever I can, I will go to the park with my friends to play football.                                                   

B.  My dog, a fun-loving retriever, always knows where to find buried treasure 

because he digs a lot of holes.

C. Wherever I go, my kitten always follows me because she wants me to feed 

her.

D. Sometimes, my cat gets lost and despite looking hard I can never find her.

Usually, I like to be the seeker where I play hide and 
seek with my friends because I think it is more fun.

When I play hide and seek, I will hide wherever I think it 
will be difficult to find me, so I will win the game.



Homework/Extension
Using Conjunctions to Express Place

Developing

1. A – wherever; B – where 

2. B and D

3. Hannah is correct because Leo’s sentence does not make sense using ‘where’. He 

should have used the time conjunction ‘when’.

Expected

4. A – wherever; B – where 

5. A and D

6. Matt is correct because Inder’s sentence does not make sense using ‘where’. He 

should have used the time conjunction ‘when’.

Greater Depth

7. A – wherever; B – where

8. B and C

9. Joanna is correct because Katie’s sentence does not make sense using ‘where’. She 

should have used the time conjunction ‘when’. 
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